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in order to contact 

please write an email to info@forum-synergies.eu 

About me  

Natural and organic farming is growing in my area more and more and so is my interest. The 
sustainable cultivation of food and ways of keeping animals captured my curiosity the last years, 
a more respectful handling of resources seems to me absolutely necessary nowadays. That's 
because I would like to experience this from a inside point of view.  

I would like to experience sustainable ways of living and learn how people in other countries are 
thinking and acting for it. I believe in the collective work. Sharing the phisical work in the fields 
and the effort for projecting and designing a farm can enrich everybody and form a powerful 
community that can educate itself and other people.  

I'm interested to work in a farm in the future and even more to start my own small polyculture 
garden in order to supply food to a circle of people around me. 

I consider experimenting very important to make yours the ideas and techniques that someone 
else found out. For experimenting on my own I need to know the bases and how to observe 

before, as I think a tree can grow high as much strong and deep are its roots. For this purpose 
I believe this program can be very useful.  

What I expect from host organisation 

I wish to come closer to a conscious and sustainable life philosophy. I would like to learn 
methods of farming especially how to apply permaculture and natural farming. I'm also 
interested in low tech contructions and buildings and their use around Europe. Moreover I would 
like to experience everyday community living  and exchange ideas with like minded people.  

Preferred languages 

EN, GR, DE 
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